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Good News
The East Staffordshire Partnership is now
fully incorporated
A reminder of its purpose

•
•
•
•

Reduce your workload
Increase your job satisfaction
Offer practical Practice Support
Sharing ideas

We are delighted to announce that applications for Director
roles were received from Dr Simon Jones, Dr Wai Lim, Dr
Howard Skinner and Dr David Atherton. Michele Fildes has
kindly offered to stand currently as an interim Director, to
offer Practice Manger guidance and support. She has yet to
decide if she wants to formalize this.
Dr David Atherton is to provide the role of Chair.
As all applications received fulfilled the criteria outlined in
the job descriptions and there were no additional candidates
it can be formally announced that the GPs named above are
the official Directors of the new East Staffordshire Primary
Care Partnership.
I am pleased to say that we have had expressions of interest
from
other GPs
who are looking
So what
happens
Now? to be involved but not in a
formal capacity at this juncture and we truly welcome this.
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What the partnership has achieved so
far…
•

Support and funding from the CCG of £63K to develop the new partnership.

•

Support from the CCG for a further investment of a further £28K of
Transformational funding on completion of a development plan by 27th
October 2017. This will be shared prior to submission.

•

Access to a further £320K for 2018

•

Successfully bid for resilience funding and received £30K for the
implementation of a practice demand and capacity modelling support tool
and to support a new Governance framework to support new ways of
working.

•

Alternative solutions to offer Social prescribing

Future Offers and potential quick wins

Alliances and more………
•

Scoping bulk purchase for Indemnity cover

•

Scoping a new telederm opportunity

•

Scoping working in partnership across a wider
footprint where it makes sense to do so ie fits with the
core values of the partnership

•

Representing Primary Care on the emerging Alliance
Board.

•

Scoping further bids for funding opportunities
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Key Dates
Upcoming Events
5th Oct First Directors Meeting
Dates for regular and Annual meetings TBC

Pause for thought…….

Why work in Partnership?
“Good teamwork creates synergy – where the
combined effect of the team is greater than the
sum of individual efforts. ... As well as
enhancing organisations' performance good
teamwork benefits individuals too”
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Remember:
We need to know what works for you
Any big problems issues with
communication/suggestions?
What works well or doesn’t. How can we
improve?
How easy is it to read this newsfeed?
We are always interested to hear from others
who may wish to be involved.
Feel free to email me
sarah.laing@howbeckhealthcare.co.uk
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